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ABSTRACT Decentralization is essential when trust and performance must not depend on a single
organization. Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) and Decentralized Hash Tables (DHTs) are examples
where the DLT is useful for transactional events, and the DHT is useful for large-scale data storage. The
combination of these two technologies can meet many challenges. The blockchain is a DLT with immutable
history protected by cryptographic signatures in data blocks. Identification is an essential issue traditionally
provided by centralized trust anchors. Self-sovereign identities (SSIs) are proposed decentralized models
where users can control and manage their identities with the help of DHT. However, slowness is a challenge
among decentralized identification systems because of many connections and requests among participants.
In this article, we focus on decentralized identification by DLT and DHT, where users can control their
information and store biometrics. We survey some existing alternatives and address the performance
challenge by comparing different decentralized identification technologies based on execution time and
throughput. We show that the DHT and machine learning model (BioIPFS) performs better than other
solutions such as uPort, ShoCard, and BBID.

14 INDEX TERMS Identification, decentralization, distributed hash table, self-sovereign identity.

I. INTRODUCTION15

Decentralization is a primary feature of the Internet architec-16

ture. However, identifying entities in a decentralized system17

is still a research issue. Moreover, in recent years, identifica-18

tion systems have changed rapidly. For example, most digital19

devices, such as smartphones, need to identify their owners20

when communicating with applications or devices through21

the Internet. Centralized systems have operated most identifi-22

cation services to identify people or verify whom they claim23

to be. Typically, there are several security layers for different24

types of entities provided by centralized identification in one25

unified entry system. Moreover, many solutions today have26

policies that are managed centrally.27

Cloud services provide remote resources such as data stor-28

age (cloud storage) and compute resources without direct29
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active management by the user. Therefore, identification can 30

be performed with the help of cloud services, where Azure, 31

Google Cloud, and AWS are different clouds with different 32

policies under Microsoft, Google, and Amazon management, 33

respectively [1]. Although the cloud is an efficient solution, 34

research exploring new solutions to improve the centralized 35

sections of clouds has been performed [2]. 36

Adecentralized identification system should identifymany 37

users (a person, an organization, a thing, a data model, 38

an abstract entity, etc.) without the help of any centralized 39

entity. Furthermore, it must be able to recognize differ- 40

ent identities with the help of other registered participants 41

without any centralized registry, identity provider, or certifi- 42

cate authority to approve themselves for the whole system. 43

Self-sovereign identity (SSI) is a decentralized technique 44

for identification that provides individuals with control over 45

their digital identities. These identification systems have 46

unique, private, and secure peer-to-peer connections between 47

parties [3]. 48
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As the main module in SSI, decentralized identifiers help49

identify users who want to access decentralized applications.50

However, the main problem of the decentralized identifiers is51

that they are slow because of the need for many connections52

and requests among other network participants.53

In this article, we look for faster solutions. Among54

other decentralized solutions, one of the efficient techniques55

is distributed hash table (DHT), which has quick lookup56

functions to load identifiers on key-value pairs [4]. DHT57

has several advantages, such as enabling scalability, set-58

ting up resilient networks for mirroring data, and achieving59

more efficient connectivity for development during natural60

disasters. Moreover, it helps identification applications to61

store archival data, speed up the performance, and unlock62

decentralized archiving. DHT can provide resilient access to63

data with low latency and dependence on connectivity and64

provide immutable records in transactions and time stamping.65

Blockchain is considered an extra layer combined with DHT66

to keep the immutable history of records, specifically for a67

transactional environment [5]. Furthermore, blockchains can68

be an identity certification authority where a smart contract69

can improve identification. The blockchain can store pub-70

lic keys Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), where this model71

appears specifically in uPort and ShoCard. This scheme72

works similarly to a phonebook that anyone can use to verify73

specific public entities. When someone wants to verify the74

authenticity or validity of the credential, they can check the75

stored DIDs on the blockchain to see who issued it without76

contacting the issuer. Therefore, the blockchain is considered77

to function as a verifiable data registry.78

This article’s main contribution is measuring and compar-79

ing the decentralized identification solutions’ performances.80

Furthermore, this research presents different decentralized81

identification systems by incorporating DHT as a solution82

to deploy decentralized applications with different aspects,83

such as biometric identification (machine learning) and other84

SSI technologies, such as uPort and ShoCard [6]. The mea-85

surement and comparison of the performance of different86

identification systems, such as serverless, server-, cloud-,87

SSI-, blockchain- and DHT-based systems, are discussed in88

this article. We consider throughput, execution time, and89

average standard deviation as three main parameters to cal-90

culate and measure the performance in four different models.91

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,92

we introduce our scheme’s related work. In Sections III93

and IV, we present the background and definitions. Section V94

describes different models. Section VI provides the specific95

comparison and measurements. Finally, we discuss and con-96

clude the paper in Sections VII and VIII.97

II. RELATED WORK98

Identification systems have changed impressively in recent99

years with many upgrades. Although users typically should100

be approved by identifying themselves before joining,101

Golosova and Romanovs showed how to prevent unknown102

guests from joining [7].103

Biometrics recognition is an intelligent solution that uses 104

machine learning algorithms for identification and authen- 105

tication, such as face recognition, fingerprinting, and IRIS, 106

which are in the centralized identification category [8]. 107

Security and immutability, as two properties of blockchain 108

and DHT, can be used as backend technologies for identifi- 109

cation systems. Alizadeh et al. [5] found that new decentral- 110

ized applications combining blockchain, DHT, and ML can 111

improve older systems in order to achieve better performance. 112

Fersi et al. [9] showed that DHT-based systems could 113

increase the system performance by adding a fast lookup 114

in large-scale deployment among decentralized systems. 115

Alizadeh et al. [2] explained that a blockchain-based system 116

could increase system security, specifically Internet of Things 117

type of applications. 118

Navas and Beltrán [10] explained how different federated 119

identification techniques use third parties with their identi- 120

fication solution. Cloud services with distributed centralized 121

architectures, such as Facebook and Google, are well-known 122

examples. Self-sovereign identity is a new generation identi- 123

fication solution. Belchior et al. [11] presented digital identi- 124

fication systems that deliver the strength to users to manage 125

their identity data, the credibility of disclosed identity data, 126

and network-level anonymity. Users’ privacy is one of these 127

systems’ properties. Kim et al. [12] systemically explored 128

key components of DID systems and analyzed their pos- 129

sible vulnerabilities when deployed. Liu et al. [13] showed 130

different self-sovereign open-source identity management 131

systems provided to users, organizations, and other entities. 132

For example, ShoCard is a self-sovereign digital identity sys- 133

tem that protects consumer privacy. Additionally, the authors 134

explained how an identity platform could be built on the 135

blockchain by showing a driver’s license and how it can be 136

so secure that a bank can rely on it. Shuaib et al. [14] analyze 137

and evaluate the existing SSI solutions and develop the best 138

possible solution for a blockchain-based land registry system. 139

Furthermore, the authors investigate each SSI solution and 140

present its advantages and limitations. Alzahrani [15] com- 141

bined the decentralized features and the ‘‘lookup by name’’ 142

property with a secure mechanism for maintaining synchro- 143

nized replicas of an item inmultiple locations to achieve short 144

lookup times. 145

III. TERMINOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS 146

This section defines different terminologies related to identi- 147

fication technologies. 148

• A user or entity on the Internet is a person, organi- 149

zation, computer application, thing, or smart device 150

digitally connected to a network. An entity recognized 151

by a unique property can be authenticated and eventu- 152

ally authorized in case of requesting access to online 153

resources. Therefore, each entity has its digital identity. 154

• An attribute is a characteristic of an entity. For example, 155

attributes might be permanent (such as a person’s birth 156

date), temporary (such as an address), or long-term (e.g., 157

social security number). 158
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• A digital identifier is a collection of information used to159

represent, analyze, and authenticate an entity in a digital160

environment without the intervention of human con-161

trollers after identifiers finish their duty [16]. Identifiers162

are characterized as a set of features that are referred to163

as identifiers to identify the entities. An identifier usu-164

ally takes the form of a name or an address. An identity165

management system (IMS) is also used for enterprise or166

cross-network identity management.167

• Identification is known as a process of the pairing of168

IDs with an entity presenting qualities [17]. Examples169

include associating a physical person with a claimed170

name, attaching a firm to a financial record, or relating171

a patient to physical characteristics.172

• Authentication is known as the process of sup-173

plying sufficient credentials to confirm an entity’s174

identification [17]. When a user enters the correct user175

name and password, for example, he or she establishes176

account ownership. Authentication mechanisms include177

PIN codes or passwords, identity cards, credit cards,178

smart cards, security tokens, mobile phones, ID docu-179

ments, fingerprints, faces, irises, motor skills, gestures,180

and keystrokes.181

• Authorization is the process of identification when182

authentication is completed successfully [17]. An entity’s183

authority can be given based on its established identifi-184

cation. As a result, certain activities can be permitted185

depending on entity properties. Examples include a186

person’s capacity to claim credit lines or an emergency187

vehicle’s permission to cross past a red signal.188

IV. TECHNOLOGIES AND BACKGROUND189

This section briefly explains the current identification sys-190

tems. Additionally, it describes different technologies, such191

as blockchain, DHT, uPort, and ShoCard.192

A. CENTRALIZED, FEDERATED, AND DECENTRALIZED193

IDENTIFICATION194

Many platforms use different identification architectures,195

which are divided into centralized [18], federated [19], and196

decentralized [20]. The use of centralized identity systems197

is nowadays common, and the typical paradigm. Typically,198

individuals use the services of an organization which main-199

tain or own the identity system. The system’s owner acquires,200

keeps, and utilizes the individual’s identification. Private201

organizations such as banks, social media corporations, and202

governments already maintain similar systems. A matching203

verification now makes most authentications use login user-204

name and password. A digital account is often generated by205

the user and kept in a service provider’s database. Typically,206

a user has one account for each service provider.207

However, creating several identities in many systems, such208

as social media sites, is simple. This technique has enabled a209

digital representation of an entity, allowing for awide range of210

online services. However, because of third-party data control,211

individuals’ privacy might be at risk, and their online activity212

could be connected and eventually tracked. Furthermore, 213

an exceedingly fragmented landscape will emerge because 214

the user will be required to create a separate identity for each 215

service provider. Finally, from the service provider’s stand- 216

point, such an approach requires a significant investment of 217

resources to store, preserve, and safeguard users’ data. 218

A federated identity system establishes mutual trust 219

between centralized systems. A federated identity is accom- 220

plished by distributing verification and trust components 221

across all identification systems or by mutually accepting the 222

standards used by each system. For example, international 223

organizations or governments could agree to recognize each 224

other’s credentials. It is also possible for businesses to agree 225

to accept each other’s identity verification system. The own- 226

ers of identification systems frequently use legal agreements 227

and shared technological standards to build one-to-one trust. 228

As a result, the network and its reputation rise as the number 229

of trustworthy relationships grows. 230

Users frequently prefer the simplicity of federated identi- 231

fication while accessing numerous services on different plat- 232

forms, resulting in the widespread use of federated systems. 233

On the other hand, building trust between two or more system 234

owners is not always simple. The same applies to centralized 235

systems, where the degree of trust depends on the system 236

owners, the identity verification degree, and the data vetting 237

process. Many web services propose identifying with Google 238

or Facebook accounts to use their services such that these 239

providers perform the user’s identity verification. 240

Moreover, multi-factor authentication [21] is widely used 241

as an extra security layer to make systems recognize that the 242

people trying to gain access to an online account are who 243

they claim they are. E-identification is another example that 244

is typically used by some governments which are limited to a 245

certain country or geographical region. Different e-services 246

usually require that persons have Swedish electronic iden- 247

tification. E-identification is equivalent to other standard 248

forms of ID, such as a driving license and a national identity 249

card. Moreover, it allows people to identify themselves or 250

sign a document or transaction securely online [22]. These 251

responsibilities, risk allocation, and the formation of techni- 252

cal standards add complexity for system owners. In addition, 253

these issues may result in high implementation costs, which 254

typically lead to the lack of a variety of services consumers 255

desire [23]. 256

In summary, centralized and federated identification is 257

referred to as classical systems since identity attributes are 258

managed by a third party, such as an identity provider. 259

Decentralized identification is a technology that is handled 260

with the help of all participants. It has a different architecture 261

compared to centralized and federated identification services. 262

There is no single organization inside to manage identifi- 263

cation [24]. Usually, a decentralized identifier works in a 264

peer-to-peer network, such as DLT and DHT. Decentralized 265

identification systems are formed by many nodes that can be 266

users, organizations, issuers, and validators. Self-sovereign 267

identity systems represent a kind of this system. They operate 268
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to manage digital identities where the users themselves man-269

age attributes.270

B. SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY271

Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) provides people with authority272

over their digital identities in a decentralized manner [25].273

SSI refers to a new identity management system in which274

the user retains complete control over his or her identity data275

without the need for outside interference. Figure 1 shows dif-276

ferent entities in the SSI cycle. For example, in a transaction,277

one party will submit credentials to the other parties, and the278

other parties will verify that the credentials originated from a279

trusted issuer. The verifier’s confidence in the issuer is passed280

to the credential holder.281

Anyone can show verifiable credentials, and the person or282

entity confirming the credential decides whether to trust the283

entity that issued it. It is similar to a store clerk determining284

whether to accept a driver’s license as evidence of age when285

buying alcohol.286

Users have ownership over their verified credentials, and287

their permission is necessary to utilize them. This permission288

minimizes the unintentional disclosure of users’ personal289

information. This feature is contrasted with the centralized290

identity paradigm, where some third parties provide identity.291

Holders produce and manage unique IDs known as decen-292

tralized identifiers in an SSI system. For example, data from293

an issuer’s database, a social media account, a history of294

purchases on an e-commerce site, or testimony from friends295

or coworkers might all be included in the credentials.296

The ‘‘trust triangle’’ describes the basic structure of SSI297

with three participants. A person, an organization, and a smart298

device can play any role in the triangle [26].299

Credential holder-Issuer-Verifier (Trust Triangle): A300

credential holder is an entity that has a license, permis-301

sion, certificate, or registration issued by the govern-302

ment or a board being referred to as a credential holder.303

Additionally, a person who has a pending application304

for a credential for not more than one year from the date305

the application was filed to the department is referred306

to as a ‘‘credential holder’’. An entity can play a role307

by having one or more verified credentials and using308

them to create presentations. Credential repositories309

represent a place where holders save their credentials.310

The issuer is the entity that creates the credential. The311

verifier is an entity’s role when receiving one or more312

verifiable credentials for processing, whichmay ormay313

not be containedwithin a verifiable presentation. A ver-314

ifier verifies the integrity of the supplied verifiable315

presentation and verifiable credentials. This process316

should involve checking the status of the verified cre-317

dentials for revocation.318

Validation means proving that a verifiable certification319

or verifiable presentation fulfills a verifier’s and other320

stakeholders’ requirements. Accordingly, the scope of321

this specification does not include validating verified322

credentials or verifiable presentations.323

FIGURE 1. SSI schema: An issuer issues a certificate to a holder. The
holder presents it to a verifier. The verifier verifies the requests. The
registry records the event details.

Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) are identifiers for 324

decentralized systems where users can have verified 325

digital identities [3]. They are introduced to the concept 326

of self-sovereign identity. A DID identifies any entity. 327

These identifiers allow a DID controller to demonstrate 328

control over it. They may be used without a central- 329

ized registry, identity provider, or certificate authority. 330

DIDs are UniformResource Identifiers (URIs) that link 331

aDID subject to aDID document. An example of aDID 332

is did:example:123456abcdef. 333

Decentralized Identifier Document is a document that 334

is accessible through a verified data registry that con- 335

tains information connected to a specific decentralized 336

identification, such as the associated repository and 337

public key information, and is also known as a DID 338

document [3]. 339

C. DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLE (DHT) 340

A distributed hash table (DHT) is a decentralized data store 341

component that is a fast method among other decentralized 342
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systems because of the rapid lookups of data based on key-343

value pairs. For example, the Interplanetary File System344

(IPFS) is a platform designed based on DHT [27]. It helps345

identification applications to store archival data, slash band-346

width costs by secure and peer-to-peer content delivery, speed347

up the performance, and unlock decentralized archiving.348

DHT is a decentralized technology with a fast lookup time349

compared to other decentralized systems. The user can obtain350

the appropriate file according to the unique hash address.351

IPFS enables the storage of decentralized data without the352

need for additional memory. Furthermore, IPFS is a decen-353

tralized file-sharing network. IPFS includes both command354

line and graphical user interfaces, making it simple. It stores355

data packages by supplying data chunks. The distributed356

component of DHT, on the other hand, indicates that the357

complete table is shared over many places. IPFS recognizes358

which nodes have which data by using Kademlia technology.359

Kademlia was created in 2002 byMaymounkov andMazieres360

and is based on DHT for decentralized peer-to-peer computer361

networks [4]. IPFS is capable of storing data regardless of362

its size. The hash address of the captured data may then be363

used to retrieve the data. The data will be broken into several364

small pieces, each of which will be recognized by its hash365

address. These chunks are dispersed to nodes with hashes366

nearest to the node.When the system receives a query request,367

all chunksmay be concatenated to reconstruct themain object368

after viewing all minor bits.369

Furthermore, IPFS can provide resilient access to data370

independent of latency and connectivity and be immutable371

by providing permanent links in transactions and time stamp-372

ing [28]. Securing content without on-chain storage of the373

actual data is the main feature of IPFS. Blockchain specialists374

can use the content addressing features of IPFS for off-chain375

storage of large files and replace immutable, permanent links376

in transactions.377

D. BLOCKCHAIN378

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology. Blockchain379

as a decentralized system provides an immutable decentral-380

ized processing environment for applications. A blockchain381

arranges recorded data into blocks chained together, although382

distributed ledgers record, share, and synchronize transac-383

tions in their digital ledgers using independent computers.384

One of the critical aspects of blockchain is storing a385

cryptographic signature of recorded data and events [28].386

Blockchains also help to protect transactions’ data from being387

changed. In decentralized systems, permissioned and permis-388

sionless blockchains are two forms of blockchain technology.389

In permissioned blockchain systems there is a limited num-390

ber of known trusted participants carrying a copy of the391

blockchain’s ledger.392

Permissionless blockchain refers to a system that allows393

anyone to join or cancel their account. Awell-known example394

of a permissionless blockchain is Bitcoin. It manages decen-395

tralized digital money without relying on a central authority.396

The blockchain is made up of blocks and data packages397

that represent the historical data of transactions. The main 398

blockchain property is that it has unique timestamps and hash 399

values. Each block is linked to the previous block, referred to 400

as a parent block. It is possible to return to the first or genesis 401

block by following the parents. Most network participants 402

approve a new block using their consensus process, which 403

is added to the validated block list. The information will be 404

disseminated to several or all connected parties. After the 405

consensus procedure is completed, all nodes that received the 406

data will replicate and save an exact copy of the transaction 407

information. This information is maintained individually on 408

each node, resulting in trust between them. The use of crypto 409

or credits to pay for activities and transactions is required. 410

These credits incentivize participants to reach an agreement, 411

also known as proof of stake or labor and receive money from 412

the transaction’s commission. Participants in the network are 413

also encouraged to compete to win extra credits. Ethereum 414

is a permissionless blockchain that uses smart contracts to 415

operate, where Ether is its currency [29]. A smart contract is a 416

Solidity-based computer program or transaction mechanism. 417

It can carry out legally relevant events and activities automati- 418

cally following the provisions of a contract or agreement. Fig- 419

ure 2 shows the interaction among users in the smart contract 420

schema. First, the owner publishes an accommodation with 421

the rental fee on the ledger. Then, other users, such as Renter, 422

can see the different announcements on the web portal. Next, 423

the smart contract will be executed when a Renter accepts 424

the contract terms. The transaction includes information such 425

as Owner, Renter, Signatures, and two side addresses. The 426

timestamp will be stored and shared through the network 427

participant as a copy of the ledger. Then, all networkmembers 428

keep a copy of the proof and know who rented it, when it 429

was rented and to whom the accommodation was rented. This 430

asset will never be removed and changed during the network 431

lifecycle. 432

E. uPort 433

uPort is a way of registering identity by the help of the 434

Ethereum blockchain. It enables users to identify them- 435

selves and send information to others in a clear, transparent 436

way [30]. Figure 3 shows three scenarios with uPort. Figure 3 437

shows three scenarios with uPort. The first scenario is about 438

registering a new user to the network with the help of the 439

mobile application. Then, all participants (users, develop- 440

ers) who want to be involved must be registered with the 441

application. The second scenario shows how a developer 442

registers an application to the network. Developers need to 443

be registered before registering an application to the network. 444

Then, the developer who creates decentralized applications 445

(DApps) [31] must be approved by the uPort application 446

(network). Finally, the users’ communication will start after 447

the uPort’s identification is finished in the third scenario. 448

They need to identify themselves to log in to the DApps. 449

They will start after the developers verify the Dapps and 450

fix the connection links provided by the uPort developer 451

portal. uPort uses QR code technology to provide a better 452
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FIGURE 2. Demonstration of how the Ethereum smart contract can be executed.

FIGURE 3. uPort schema (a) Register a user. (b) Connecting and identifying a mobile app. (c) Identifying
users to enter the system.

and easier phone link to the system for both users and453

developers.454

The idea behind uPort is that the blockchain can bypass the 455

critical problem of keeping private keys. Instead, uPort uses 456
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the blockchain as an identity certification authority where457

a smart contract represents the digital identity while allow-458

ing the revocation and replacement of that user’s keys. The459

blockchain’s participants can verify the data’s originality and460

track the data source records. Furthermore, the blockchain461

addresses the effective traceability and access control of data.462

F. ShoCard463

ShoCard is another SSI technology which is decentralized.464

Users are the owners of their identities, regardless of the465

ownership of login to the applications. Without their per-466

mission, no one should view or use their data [32]. The467

ShoCard wallet gives individuals complete control over their468

data, allowing them to share just the information they want469

with others while keeping their personal information safe on470

their phones. Users can install the wallet and take complete471

control over their data by sharing only certificates. The cur-472

rent version asks users to register their driving license as473

an image with others while securely storing their personal474

information on their mobile devices. It is similar to uPort and475

has three phases: 1) certifying users; 2) adding connection476

links to DApps; and 3) user interaction with their wallet477

installed by their phone. In addition, it supports QR code478

technology to better match the phone with the systems. The479

ShoCard platform secures a person’s biometric information480

and government ID to the private key on the device to sign481

a document, which binds it to the digital ID stored on the482

blockchain.483

G. CLOUD SERVICE AS A HOST484

A cloud represents a distributed centralized system managed485

by an organization and provides a pool that performs tasks486

with the help of installed services. Those resources hosted487

and delivered over a network are typically Internet-based and488

accessed on demand by multiple users. In addition, the cloud489

can provide servers to manage the functions for delivering490

processing power, storage, and applications. Then, it is pos-491

sible to upload scripts and applications to the server as a host492

for deployment.493

H. IPFS AS A HOST494

IPFS [27] is a peer-to-peer hypermedia protocol that replaces495

old HTTP and makes the web faster, safer, and more open.496

It is decentralized and uses a similar peer-to-peer protocol497

to BitTorrent and a versioning system similar to Git. As a498

result, developers can build a static website, and IPFS deploys499

the uploaded application on DHT for free on decentralized500

hosting.501

I. PRIVACY AND TIME MEASUREMENT502

People increasingly conduct business, socialize, and commu-503

nicate through the Internet. They need to protect their privacy504

and control what information they share online. Going for-505

ward, a move to decentralized identity solutions is essential506

to ensure data privacy and security. Private information can507

be shared securely by using decentralized solutions such508

FIGURE 4. Relation among three different architectures: (a) Architecture
based on ISP (b) Architecture based on Cloud services (c) Architecture
based on DHT (IPFS).

as blockchain. Users can remain under complete control of 509

their data. In contrast to centralized solutions, decentralized 510

systems ensure that private data remain immutable and secure 511

and can only be sharedwhen selected users consent to provide 512

information. Figure 4 shows a relation between response time 513

and privacy in three different architectures for hosting iden- 514

tification: 1) Internet service providers as centralized host; 515

2) the cloud as a distributed host; and 3) DHT as a decen- 516

tralized host. The throughput typically increase by changing 517

from centralized to decentralized. One solution is using IPFS 518

as a server to compile identification applications. It supports 519

static and serverless identification versions to compile. 520

J. PERFORMANCE 521

A performance study is the systematic explanation of the 522

action or process of performing a task or function. The 523

performance can depend on different parameters. For exam- 524

ple, application performance is calculated based on user 525

accessibility and response time. This article defines high per- 526

formance as the models’ output providing high accessibility, 527

immutability, throughput, and trust. Most of these parameters 528

are achievements of combining blockchain and DHT in a 529

decentralized manner. The rate of successful message deliv- 530

ery through a communication channel such as Ethernet or the 531

Internet is called network throughput. Less execution time 532

and high throughput are two independent properties of high- 533

performance models. A system with these properties also can 534

normally manage larger network sizes and tasks (scalability). 535

V. MODELS 536

In this section, we define and illustrate different identification 537

models based on different technologies. A classical model 538
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is an easy form of identification. The architecture is of the539

simple client-server type, as ISPs provide this type of service.540

In this model, biometrics is used for identifying a user. The541

identification process consists of detecting biometrics such as542

face detection and face recognition by finding thematch using543

the stored identities in the database. Also, the centralized544

server has the power in hand. The performance in these545

systems is defined by server management, which depends on546

server-side performance and throughput.547

A. IPFS AS A HOST (BioIPFS)548

This model is a decentralized form of identification. The549

architecture is DHT-based, where IPFS provides this type of550

service. In this model, biometrics is used to identify users.551

The identification process consists of detecting biometrics552

such as face detection and face recognition by finding the553

match by the stored identities detailed in IPFS-based data554

storage. The performance in these systems is defined by the555

number of nodes, the Internet bandwidth, andwhich gateways556

are used. Furthermore, no centralized server in the middle557

has the power in hand. The process starts with face detection558

hosted on IPFS. This module uses TensorFlow to detect a559

human face in an image. In the second step, it should find a560

matching face image description in the data storage, such as561

Orbitdb, as an IPFS-based database. Then, the user can com-562

municate with the system hosted on the IPFS after finding the563

user description in the data storage.564

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED IDENTIFICATION BIOMETRICS565

HOSTED ON IPFS (BBID)566

In this model, IPFS helps to load the identification appli-567

cation. The combined machine learning, face recognition568

solution based on a public blockchain, and IPFS can be a569

good idea for identification. The event’s information, such as570

addresses and timestamps, will be stored as a transaction in571

this model, which manages transactions using its immutable572

historical records. This process makes it secure and trusted573

for all users. Moreover, supporting decentralized web hosting574

and sharing data in the IPFS can be beneficial for identifica-575

tion among decentralized systems. IPFS’ role is to compile576

the identification software as a web application and allocate577

resources such as memory and storage to a virtual server.578

The main difference between this and the BioIPFS model579

is that blockchain is a record-keeping extension through its580

immutable transactional environment.581

C. uPort HOSTED ON DHT582

In this model, IPFS loads the uPort-based application. Then,583

IPFS compiles the identification software as a web applica-584

tion and allocates resources such as memory and storage to585

a virtual server. Here, users who have already installed the586

uPort user application on their smartphone try to log in to the587

application hosted on the IPFS. In addition, developers must588

register the application to the uPort portal as an initial step and589

fix the scripts in their application. These specific scripts and590

the QR algorithm are provided by the uPort portal based on591

the developer registration only for that application. Therefore, 592

all applications have separate and different codes. In the 593

second step, the user must scan the QR code provided by 594

the developer on the web application and send the agreement 595

from the phone to the application through the uPort mobile 596

application after receiving a notification on their phone that 597

asks permission to access some part of the information. The 598

main differences between this model and BioIPFS and BBID 599

are that uPort is replaced with biometric recognition, and the 600

blockchain does not need to act as a record-keeping module. 601

D. ShoCard 602

In this model, the IPFS service helps to load the ShoCard 603

application. IPFS’ duty is to compile the ShoCard software 604

as an application and allocate resources such as memory and 605

storage to a virtual server. Here, developers must fix the 606

connection scripts in their applications. The ShoCard website 607

provides these scripts and QR algorithms to the developers. 608

Then, users should have the ShoCard application installed on 609

their smartphone and register to the mobile application with 610

their face and driving license images. Then, after registration, 611

users should be logged into the application hosted on IPFS. 612

In the next step, the user must scan the QR code provided by 613

the developer on the application and approve the connection 614

by their phone through the ShoCard mobile application after 615

receiving a notification on their phone that requests allocation 616

to access user information. The main difference between this 617

and the previous model is that ShoCard is replaced with a 618

uPort with a different structure background, biometric recog- 619

nition, and no immediate need for the blockchain as a record- 620

keeping module. 621

VI. EVALUATION 622

In this article, we divided the evaluations into two parts. 623

The first part’s main target is to compare three different 624

hosts for a decentralized application and measure the per- 625

formance between cloud-based and IPFS-based versions. 626

Microsoft Azure VM was used as a cloud-based service and 627

cf-ipfs as a gateway for IPFS. A Linux/amd64 Ubuntu 628

server 20.04 LTS Gen2 was installed on Azure VM with 629

the Docker v20.10.7 deploy Node.js application on port 80, 630

where we set up AZURE Service Standard-B1s with 1 CPU 631

holding 1 GB memory and Azure service Standard-D4s-v3 632

with 4 CPUs and 16 GB memory. Apache JMeter 5.4.1 was 633

the application used to measure performance. 634

Tables 1 and 2 display different tests to show the hosts’ 635

performance in the cloud and IPFS. Table 1 shows load testing 636

with 100 samples, while Table 2 shows load testing with 637

1,000 samples. The results present the hosts’ strengths by 638

deploying the same application on three hosts. We choose the 639

fastest gateway between IPFS gateways (cf-IPFS.com) 640

to compare with the MS Azure cloud service. Additionally, 641

we choose central Sweden as the main resource backend and 642

storage for MS Azure and the closest MS Azure datacenter. 643

In the second part, we compare the execution time of 644

the four discussed models. JavaScript (npm 6.14.16 and 645
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TABLE 1. Load testing with 100 samples (request), Ramp up: 10, loop: 1.

TABLE 2. Load testing with 1000 samples (request), Ramp up: 10, loop: 1.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison among models - Response Time (ms) (Model V-A) DHT-based (Model V-B) DHT- and Blockchain-based (Model V-C)
uPort-DHT (Model V-D) ShoCard-DHT (Model V-A σ2): DHT-based Variance (Model V-B σ2): DHT- and Blockchain-based Variance (Model V-C σ2):
uPort-DHT Variance (Model V-D σ2): ShoCard-DHT Variance.

node.js 14.19.0) was selected as the programming language.646

uPort and ShoCard mobile applications were used to com-647

municate with the uPort 1.7.6 and ShoCard 1.0.4 developer648

portals. Ethereum-Kovantest is a public test blockchain net-649

work for a developer and was used as a base for the model650

described in section V-B, where the Remix IDE editor was651

used for compiling and running the smart contracts written652

in the Solidity language. A Metamask extension was used as653

a wallet that includes accounts, addresses, and credit (ETH).654

Finally, Kovantest-Fucent was used to provide credit to com-655

municate via the public blockchain. Ten experiments were656

executed, and the results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 5,657

where each model’s average and variance for the functions658

mentioned earlier are indicated.659

We used a MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2018) laptop with660

the following configuration: macOS Big Sur Version 11.6,661

2.2 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB 2400662

MHz DDR4 memory, 95/91 Mbps average download/upload663

data rates, Google Chrome Version 96.0.4664.110 (Offi-664

cial Build) (x86_64), IPFS Version 0.18.1, go-ipfs 0.11.0665

face-api.jsVersion 0.17.0, and react-jitsi Version 1.0.4.666

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION667

We consider 100 and 1,000 as the number of virtual users668

per request in these tests. Therefore, the ramp-up value is669

ten, which means that JMeter will take 10 seconds for all670

100 and 1,000 threads to be up and running. We tested two671

FIGURE 5. Different execution time for identifying users to enter the
system.

different configurations of cloud VM services with IPFS. 672

Additionally, we compared different parameters, such as 673

error, which shows the percentage of failed requests, and 674

standard deviation is the set of exceptional cases that devi- 675

ated from the average value of the sample response time. 676

Finally, throughput is the number of requests that were 677
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TABLE 4. Nomenclature table.

processed per time unit (seconds, minutes, hours) by the678

server, which was calculated from the start of the first sample679

to the end of the last sample, and Send/Receive rate is the680

amount of data uploaded/downloaded from the server during681

the performance test execution. For the case of 100 sam-682

ples, DHT-based and cloud-based systems have almost the683

same performance, as shown in Table 1. However, for the684

case of 1,000 samples, the results are shown in Table 2,685

where the DHT-based solution has better throughput than686

the cloud-based system being dockerized and not dockerized.687

Therefore, DHT has shown better throughput during our tests.688

Table 4 shows terms and definitions for the tests.689

Table 3 and Figure 5 show the different models mentioned690

earlier by repeating them ten times. The average of ten rep-691

etitions shows that Model V-A was executed in a shorter692

time than the other three models. Model V-D has the longest693

time needed to be completed because the blockchain module694

is a time-consuming part in Model V-D. Models V-A and695

V-B have lower variances in their execution times close to696

the average execution time. The low variance means that all697

repetitions were completed with less fluctuation in execution698

time consumed, representing more stable systems in execut-699

ing and timing.700

Model V-A is fast because of the DHT lookup func-701

tion. However, Models V-B and V-C are slower because702

of forwarding requests to multiple modules, such as the703

holder, issuer, and validator. Model V-D is slower because of704

many references to different modules, such as certifiers and705

validators.706

The overall benefit of our evaluation is to compare some707

existing solutions in principal and to perform some quan-708

titative comparative performance evaluation. However, the709

performance evaluation is limited to small scale and full710

scalability evaluations is left as future work.711

VIII. CONCLUSION 712

Identification is essential for providing user identity to appli- 713

cations that fulfill the standard requirements of decentralized 714

systems. As a result, identification should meet minimum 715

requirements to capture users’ trust. 716

This article started with a definition of decentralization 717

and decentralized identification. We also highlighted how the 718

DHT’s immutability and speed could be a helpful mecha- 719

nism for managing identification. Then, we addressed how 720

to provide decentralized application hosting and data sharing 721

in a DHT-based architecture. The IPFS-decentralized web 722

hosting solution is also an excellent way to keep all systems 723

decentralized while avoiding memory constraints. 724

This part compared different types of identification in a 725

decentralized environment. As one of the new approaches, 726

we consider SSI technology and a machine learning 727

facial recognition system-based solution, tuned with public 728

blockchain and DHT technologies for better performance. 729

Additionally, we showed that a system deployed on IPFS has 730

better throughput than a system deployed on cloud services. 731

Although the combination of DHT and SSI effectively 732

assists identification in a decentralized manner, they consume 733

a lot of energy and time. Blockchain is an excellent solution 734

for keeping the record of identities immutable but still has a 735

significant problem. It is slow when it calls and decodes a 736

query of many transactions’ data in a large-scale system. 737

We plan to introduce additional decentralized techniques 738

for strong identification with tuning the system by adding 739

smart devices as entities to be identified by the system. 740

We are also considering expanding our research to include 741

device identification and human reaction and response 742

time measurements when using these devices as handheld 743

technologies. 744
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